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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Write your name on the piece of paper in front of youNow change hands and write your name again with your non dominant handHow does that feel? (there’s usually someone who says its easy – much like there’s always someone who always finds change easy)Generally though that’s how change feels – uncomfortable, hard, awkward.The thing with change is, we can start out with the best of intentions to change (write with our opposite hand) but when something happens to throw us slightly off balance, we resort to doing what feels comfortable (writing with the comfortable hand)



Who’s experienced this?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With it comes the feeling that we may know our destination but we don’t know how to get there – its fuzzy, we only have a vague idea.Or we might know both the destination and the path to get there but then something else happens to blur the path and we get thrown off track.So what do we instinctively do?We usually slow down, sometimes we stop, or worse sometimes we deviate from the original path or give upWhy?Fear!!!We can’t see where we’re goingWe don’t know what’s ahead of usWe don’t know what’s happening around usWe don’t feel safeSo what do we need to do to keep moving forward, even when we lose clear sight of our path or our destination?



We need to ask questions…

…the right questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to be clear on our destination or goal?So what are the right questions?Destination – is the where – we’re on a journey to a destination (increased membership, new way of doing things etc)When is our timeline for arrival at an outcome (next month, over three month period, the next year)Vehicle – is how we get there (Rotary is our vehicle but through membership drives, marketing etc)Who are the crew (member) – responsibilities, skills etcWhat activities are required to keep the vehicle moving forwardWhat planning is needed to reach our destination on time



Wind  

Anchor

Iceberg  

Destination  

Sailboat  

Where are we going?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group Activity – get the group to provide ideas for each area (ask for a writer to write these on a whiteboard)Destination – for this example, lets say our destination is increasing membershipBoat and Crew – Is the boat sturdy and reliable (is our club healthy and functioning well (if not what can we do)Who else do we need onboard (younger people, cultural diversity, different genders, different professions / skills)Wind – what are the things which propel us forward? (Clear direction, Best practices, Teamwork, Brainstorming, Remaining positive)Anchor – what can slow us down or even drag us down? (Poor communication, Mixed messages, Taking on too much responsibility, People working at cross purposes, Lack of understanding, Slow decision making processes, Lack of engagement)Iceberg – what obstacles are in the way? (Old ways of doing things, Undefined responsibilities, Unclear communication, Lack of ownership, Too many cooks or not enough, Fear of change)



Change affects all of us…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who’s experienced change? (provide examples of change – redundancy, new home, significant move, new baby, death in the family)You’ve all survived…



The Path to Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everybody will experience change differently, that’s part of the journey. Some will be right there leading and driving the change, and some will be feet dug in, resisting the change.The majority will make the journey - some will catch up, and some won’t want to take the journey at all.



1. Inquire about how they feel & show that you understand
2. Use reflecting & questioning to help them explore their limiting 

thoughts
3. Quiet your judgmental brain
4. Make sure there’s a plan or commitment for what’s next

Resistance to Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those resisting any change, they’ll have all the questions or reasons not to under the sun – but communication is the first step to understanding how and why they’re feeling the way they do. Expand on the points above with the following explanationsAsk about the desires, disappointments and fears they’re expressing. People need to feel their concerns are important before they’ll be interested in exploring what’s next. Don’t discount what’s at the source of their feelings. You can’t help people step out of their boxes until you help them see the box they’re currently in. Respectfully and gently inquire about how they see their role, what they fear could happen if they acted differently, what they doubt will occur, and what they think they’ll not be able to do. Refrain from jumping in and giving advice or telling them how they should feel. You role is to ask good, authentic questions that make them stop and think about their thinking, they’re building on what they know instead of hearing what you know.Ask them to specify what they will do and when. Even if they say they have to take some time to think about what they’re going to do or that they may not want to stay around. Always end with a clear and encouraging next step and a reminder that they’re a valuable part of the team. 



‘If no problem is perceived - there 
can be no improvement.’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first and most important step to change is obviously understanding there actually is a problem and then committing to fixing it, whatever that might involve. (Keeping in mind that using our opposite hand is uncomfortable to start with)The second step is of course knowing where to start…we can want to change, but sometimes we have no idea how to changeIt’s much like eating an elephant reallyWho’s heard of ‘The four steps of how to eat an elephant?’



What is Engagement?

Engagement = Relationship + Action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Engagement = Relationship + ActionWhen it comes to member engagement, it can mean many different things. What works for one club might be quite different for another club, people are usually referring to one or more specific things:Before showing examples ask who can give an example of a member who’s actively engaged?



 Loyalty/retention - Engaged members are the ones who are most likely 
to renew their memberships and stay loyal for long periods of time.

 Satisfaction - Engaged members are happy members.

 Passion - Engaged members are those who are most passionate about 
their association and its mission.

 Referrals - Engaged members are those who are most likely to make a 
word-of-mouth recommendation to a non-member.

 Attendance - Engaged members are those who attend the most events 
and workshops.

 Volunteering - Engaged members volunteer to be on committees and 
maintain the status of ‘usual suspect’ when something needs to be 
done.

Defining Engagement



What can we do differently?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The what you do differently is as important as the how how you communicate, how you find new membershow you engage new and current members, how you retain members – both new and old



 Website

 Email / Newsletters

 Online communities

 Social media

 Events & Projects

 Meetings

Member Touchpoints

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if “everything” is about engagement, what member “touchpoints” should you focus your attention on? This will obviously depend on members and their preferences for communicating within your club as well as their online and social media habits. Plus you’re resources and skill capabilities will guide this somewhat.I want you to think about the current state of some of these key areas in your own club – let’s have a show of hands of who relies on ‘***’ (go through each category) for member communication and engagement.Is there anything else we’ve missed?(Is it appropriate to share my story of searching for a club?)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay so who’s ready to discover some of those questions and answers to ask as a club so you can take your first steps to change?And anybody who’s sitting there thinking they’re club is fine and that they don’t need to do anything differently, then speak to one of us afterwards because we probably have a place on the membership committee for you.Before I explain the small group activity we’re going to do – I’d like some of you to tell me what your biggest takeaway has been so far this weekend.



Attract members by 
giving people a 

compelling reason to 
be involved, discover 

what appeals to them. 
Build their awareness 

of the services that 
your club provides to 

the community.

Use stories and real 
life experiences to 
engage potential 
members which 

relate to projects and 
events that your 

group manage and 
facilitate.

Involve members in 
activities and events 

which relate to things 
that appeal to them, 
and which they are 

knowledgeable about 
or interested in.

Build strong 
relationships which 
develop trust and 

inclusion. Empower 
them, understand 
their strengths and 

interests and involve 
them in activities 

where they can learn 
and grow.

ATTRACT ENGAGE INVOLVE RETAIN

• Why would people 
want to be involved 
in your club?

• Where do you find 
these people?

• Do you have a 
target group?

• How do you reach 
them?

• What stories can 
you share?

• What projects are 
you doing?

• What different 
ways can you share 
your stories?

• How can you learn 
more about 
members                
interests and 
strengths?

• How can you 
involve members 
more actively? 

• What things can 
you do which make 
people feel 
welcome and 
included?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Small group activitySplit into small groups (5-6 people)Provide Attract / Engage / Involve / Retain handoutGroups need to brainstorm ideas based on the objective in the top half using some of the questions asked in the bottom half of the table, they can also develop their own questions too



INSPIRE THE 
CHANGE



1. Determine exactly what it is you want to achieve (eat the elephant)
2. Break it down into steps (bite size morsels)
3. Don’t let anything stand in your way (move out of the shadow)
4. What are the benefits (besides a good meal?)

How to eat an elephant…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead of looking at the entirety of the task and feeling discouraged by the sheer size of it, it helps to break it down into steps (bite size morsels) and then the tasks don’t seem so daunting.1. Understand what your elephant looks like. Keep in mind that this elephant has to be something you really want to achieve. An elephant is a big beast and requires a big appetite, there’s no point going after something when you don’t really have the appetite for it. You have to really want it.2. Write down all the steps that you have to take to eat the elephant (what do you have to do to achieve the goal). 3. There will be times throughout the meal when the sheer size of the elephant will scare you no matter what bite size morsels you have broken it down into. Step away from the elephant; don’t let the shadow scare you. (ask for help)4. There’s always got to be a benefit as a result of the elephant you’re consuming. 
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